In our world,
there are no
such things
as
boundaries!

Welcome to
KRYZA Network!
KRYZA Network is a unique social
experience which centers around YOU!
Scroll through this whitepaper to discover
KRYZA Network, KRYZA Exchange,
KRYZA Vote and many more of KRYZA
products.
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Success is
best when
it's shared.

KRYZA
Network
provides
tutorials and
beginner
lectures about
cryptocurrenci
es for all of its
users for
FREE!

What is KRYZA Network?
KRYZA Network is a social site designed for
users who would like to quit on the time
consuming elements of other applications and
rather to start using an all in one platform to
deal with their business.
KRYZA Network is connected strongly with the
world of cryptocurrencies but do not worry if
you are not familiar with them yet because we
are here to hold lectures and to give tutorials
for people who would like to get to know this
fascinating economic revolution!

The purpose of KRYZA Network
The purpose of KRYZA Network is to increase
the worldwide acceptance of cryptocurrencies
and blockchain technology by providing its
users a safe and secure way to improve their
knowledge about the advantages but also
about the dangerous side of this world.
The mission doesn’t end here. Even though
KRYZA shows a secure opportunity to gain
knowledge about cryptocurrencies, it also
provides the platforms to use the already
learned informations on KRYZA Vote or on
KRYZA Exchange too.

The ultimate
goal is to
maintain a
secure place
where the
masses can
adopt the
cryptoculture
while doing
their everyday
business.

Why join KRYZA Network?
BE A
PART OF
THE
FUTURE!

• It is absolutely
free
• We help you
through your
crypto-journey
• Free tutorials
and lectures
• Wide range of
functions
• Built-in cryptoexchange
• Built-in token
voting system

• Be your own
•
content creator
with Blogs and
Forums
•
• Express
yourself like
you have never •
done it before
• Earn crypto
with your
everyday
•
activity
• Connect people

Copy
professional
traders
Subscribe to
your favorite
influencers
Recieve even
more rewards
by locking up
KRN token
Be a part of
something new

The KRYZA Network Token
KRYZA Network is also running its own token
called KRN (KRZYA Network Token) which is
responsible for a number of functions related to
KRYZA Network
KRYZA Network’s crypto earning system is also
provided by KRN which you can collect just for
using the site or it even can offer a respectable
amount of tokens for content creators who
gather up crowds on the network
Donating KRN to your favorite content creator is
also a preferable use-case of the token

Last but not
least, KRN
token lets you
to be one of
the owners of
KRYZA
Holding ltd.
(details at:
VIP Holder
System)

KRYZA Network
token will
operate on its
own blockchain
in the future
developed by
KRYZA, led by
Roland
Somogyi, CTO
of KRYZA

Tokenomics of KRN
Name: KRYZA Network Token
Symbol: KRN
Networks: BEP-20
Supply type: fixed
Total Supply: 4000 Billion
Burned: 56000 Billion
Contract Address:
0x4e6d79cddec12c229d53b38c11b204bcec118885

What is KRYZA Exchange?
The Second product of KRYZA Holding ltd,
KRYZA Exchange is a cryptocurrency exchange
where you can purchase, sell or stake your coins

KRYZA Exchange is sort of attached to KRYZA
Network so when a user is connected to either
site, they are just one click away form the other
One can reach KRYZA Vote (detailed later) from
KRYZA Network and from KRYZA Vote, the
preferred tokens could land a listing for
themselves on KRYZA Exchange, so this large
triangle is working smoothly by helping out each
othsers functions.

None of our
products are
external softwares
or white-labels,
KRYZA Exchange
is also built by our
developer team
pursuing the
safest way to
protect our
customers.

The Purspose of KRYZA Exchange
KRYZA
Exchange is
also a
favourable
place for both
begginners and
experts in the
cryptospace!

KRYZA Exchange provides a safe and secure
platform to begin your crypto journey with! Instead of
running through and get lost in the world of CEX and
DEX sites, we provide the most secure way to trade
your crypto just like how you learned to do at KRYZA
Network.
KRYZA Exchange is a standalone accessible platform
but the full experience comes with the following path:
Sign up on KRYZA Network and go through our
tutorial, tryout the platform & search up some gems at
KRYZA Vote (detailed later). When it is all done, grab
your collected KRN tokens and use KRYZA Exchange
to make your first trades.

The KRYZA Exchange Token
KRYZA Exchange is fueled by its own cryptocurrency,
the KRYZA Exchange Token, aka KRX
KRX is currently an ERC-20 token running on the
Ethereum blockchain and serves the purpose to show
the real value of the Exchange platform just like its
predecessors from the already huge companies.
KRN & KRX tokens are not rivals, they do not compete
with each other, instead of both of them are a huge
part of the ecosystem detailed later

Holding KRX
will also
provide some
benefits using
KRYZA
Exchange

KRYZA Exchange
Token will fuel the
upcoming KRYZA
Exchange by giving
out trading fee
discounts for holders
and more
advantages so
because of that,
KRX will represent
the worth of KRYZA
Exchange.

Tokenomics

of KRX

Name: KRYZA Exchange Token
Symbol: KRX
Networks: ERC-20
Supply type: fixed to the population of the
world
Total Supply: : 7,897,314,000
Burned: Contract Address:
0x93ad9b819c88d98b4c9641470a96e24769a
e7922

KRYZA Vote
An integrated token / coin voting system
inside of KRYZA Network
From KRYZA Network, the voting site is
easily accessible and could be the center of
building a new crypto-brand thanks to its
various features:

Setting up a profile of a new token on KRYZA
Vote gives the customer the opportunity to
also create a page and a group for it on
KRYZA Network boosting their exposure on
both sites

Also,
reaching
5000 votes on
KRYZA Vote
will grant a
chance for
being listed
on KRYZA
Exchange

That is why we
created the VIP
Holder System
Don’t be just a
regular holder and
you won’t just gain
out of the actual
price what is
displayed on the
charts…

VIP Holder System
Meanwhile KRX is fueling up KRYZA Exchange
and increasing the trading volume by its
favourable discounts, KRN is providing
something else:

The best part in gaining when your crypto is
doing it by itself. This is what KRN does with its
VIP Holder System. You are a holder of a crypto
when you own and store a certain type of crypto
for a longer period time. But what does it do for
you besides a possible gain on the chart?

VIP Holder System
You will get your own piece of cake of
ALL of the income of KRYZA Holding
Ltd, so you basically will BECOME AN
OWNER OF A COMPANY!

But the extra gains requires some extra
tasks too:
We invite you to LOCK your purchased
KRN with us for you to participate in the
benefits of KRYZA Holding Ltd!

Sounds crazy,
right? Let us
breakdown…

In exchange
of that action,
participants
receive a
huge
percentage of
the income of
the company

VIP Holder System
Customers can lock away their KRN
tokens in order to receive massive,
monthly distributed rewards for it
During the locking period, one can
not access to their asset, that is the
main difference between KRN locking
and or staking other tokens
A VIP Holder privilige is running until
the tokens are locked

VIP Holder System
Locking period is for one whole year, so a customer
who locked up ther tokens, cannott access them for
12 months but on the other hand, the mondly
distributed tokens are accessible, tradeable or they
can even lock them back.
Bring out the most of your crypto-investments with
the KRYZA VIP Holder System now! A locking guide
document is available at krzya.io, next to the
whitepaper.

Future plans

Let 2022
be the
year of
KRYZA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KRYZA Exchange Beta version
Wallet integration
VISA Card
KRYZA Network earning system
KRYZA Network educational system
TOP Exchange listings
Own blockchain developed by KRYZA
Many more features

Thank you for your attention!
We hope you’ll be one of our satisfied holders.

